
Signal Boosting for Translingual Topic Tracking:Document Expansion and n-best TranslationGina-Anne Levow �and Douglas W. Oard ygina@umiacs.umd.edu, oard@glue.umd.eduUniversity of MarylandCollege Park, MD 20742ABSTRACTThe University of Maryland participated in the TDT-3 topictracking task. This chapter describes the system architec-ture, including source-dependent normalization, and then fo-cuses on the cross-language case in which English trainingstories were used to �nd Mandarin stories on the same topic.Processes that may introduce noise, including errorful trans-lation and transcription, are described and �ve techniquesfor minimizing the impact of a reduced signal-to-noise ratioare identi�ed. Three techniques focus on signal boosting:augmenting story representations with topically related ter-minology through \document expansion," exploiting knowl-edge of alternative translations using balanced n-best termtranslation, and enriching the bilingual term list to improvetranslation coverage. The remaining two techniques focuson noise reduction: removing common \stopwords" beforetranslation and using corpus statistics to guide translationselection. Two of the signal boosting strategies yielded sub-stantial gains using techniques that can be ported to otherlanguages fairly easily, while outperforming state-of-the-artgeneral-purpose machine translation. By contrast, neither ofthe noise reduction strategies produced signi�cant improve-ments. The chapter concludes with a brief discussion of fu-ture research directions suggested by these results.1. IntroductionThe University of Maryland participated in the Topic Detec-tion and Tracking (TDT) evaluation's topic tracking task,submitting runs for the required condition (four Englishtraining stories). As in TDT-2, our TDT-3 system was builtaround the freely available PRISE text retrieval system, usingscripts that we will gladly share with other teams [6]. Onegoal of our work is to provide an easy entry path for newparticipants by maximizing the use of existing freely avail-able (and supported) resources. In addition to adding thetranslingual capabilities reported below, we improved oursystem for TDT-3 through a better choice of term weight-ing functions, through more sophisticated selection of queryterms, and by tuning a source-speci�c score normalizationstrategy using the TDT-3 dry run collection (TDT-2 datawith the addition of Mandarin sources).The TDT-3 topic tracking task provided a unique opportu-nity for translingual information retrieval experiments. Intranslingual information retrieval, the goal is to retrieve rel-� Institute for Advanced Computer Studiesy College of Information Studies and Institute for AdvancedComputer Studies

evant documents regardless of natural language (e.g., En-glish or Mandarin Chinese) in which they are written. Priortranslingual retrieval evaluations have addressed retrieval ofcharacter-coded electronic text among European languages1and between English and Japanese.2 TDT-3 o�ered the �rsttranslingual evaluation collection:� to include Mandarin Chinese,� to include automatically transcribed speech,� with exhaustive relevance judgments,� based on an event-oriented concept of relevance,� designed for time-ordered retrieval,� to provide a similarly-structured training collection, and� to provide a common set of baseline language resourcesto all participants.The principal goal of the work reported here was to exploitthis resource to improve our understanding of techniques fortranslingual information retrieval by evaluating extensions tothe dictionary-based translation strategy that we have re-ported on previously (cf. [8]). The topic tracking task af-forded an excellent opportunity to compare the e�ectivenessof our techniques on closely aligned source materials that dif-fer in source type|broadcast news versus newswire text|and language|English and Mandarin Chinese. In the sec-tions that follow we explain the challenges of translingualtopic tracking using a signal-to-noise perspective, describeour core system architecture, present experiment results forseveral contrastive conditions, and suggest some future re-search directions.2. The Signal-to-Noise PerspectiveTranslingual topic tracking in TDT-3 involves several stagesof story processing that can introduce errors. Mandarinstories must �rst undergo automatic segmentation or auto-matic transcription and then automatic translation. Writ-ten Mandarin does not use white space to separate words,so term-based translation of Mandarin newswire stories de-pends upon automatic segmentation of Mandarin charactersequences into terms for which at least one translation isknown. Automatic segmentation is imperfect because theoptimal granularity for a term (e.g., morpheme, word, or1Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) Cross-Language Informa-tion Retrieval (CLIR) track.2NACSIS Test Collection Information Retrieval (NTCIR)evaluation.



phrase) is sometimes unclear, the semantic knowledge neededto reject implausible segmentations is di�cult to represent,and the lexical knowledge encoded in monolingual Mandarinterm lists is invariably incomplete. Automatic transcriptionof speech is also imperfect because acoustically confusableterms may be mistranscribed, unknown words cannot be gen-erated, and the speaking or recording characteristics some-times fail to match the conditions for which the transcriptionsystem was trained. Finally, translation can produce cascad-ing errors that result from inadequate lexical coverage of thesource language, a vocabulary mismatch between the transla-tion resource (e.g., translation lexicon or bilingual term list)and the terms that can be generated by the segmenter ortranscription system, or incorrect selection among transla-tion alternatives.Our initial work with Mandarin Chinese suggested that thee�ect of these cascading errors can be quite severe [7]. Ifwe view the translated Mandarin stories as containing bothsignal (terms that help to match the story with our repre-sentation of a topic) and noise (spurious terms), then we canview the e�ect of the cascading errors described above as bothreducing the signal (e.g., failure to generate unknown terms)and increasing the noise (e.g., incorrect translation selection).One broad approach to improving translingual topic trackingperformance is thus to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, ei-ther by boosting the signal (including more on-topic terms)or by reducing the noise (e.g., by choosing better transla-tions). We have applied several approaches toward this end.To enhance the signal, we improved translation coverage byenriching the baseline bilingual term list that was providedby the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) with additional in-formation from twenty general coverage and domain-speci�cbilingual dictionaries. We also enriched our indexing vocab-ulary for each document by adding related terms drawn fromhighly relevant documents in a comparable collection, in theprocess of document expansion. Finally, we retained multi-ple translations when more than one candidate was known,balancing the assignment of weights by replicating the sametranslation when necessary. For noise reduction, we madeuse of statistical evidence from comparable corpora to ex-clude very infrequent or misspelled translations and to pro-mote translations that were found often in the dry run collec-tion. We also removed extremely common Mandarin Chineseterms (which typically have many translations) before trans-lation by using a \stopword" list. Finally, one can view state-of-the-art general-coverage machine translation as a carefulapproach to noise reduction in which the goal is to producethe best single translation for each term, so we performeda contrastive run using the Systran Chinese-to-English ma-chine translation system. Since di�erent sources and di�er-ential processing both produce di�erential e�ects on scoreassignment, we performed source-dependent score normaliza-tion using parameters trained on the dry run collection.Our experiments demonstrate that a simple focus on noisereduction is insu�cient, but that signal boosting can providesubstantial improvements in translingual topic tracking e�ec-tiveness. Speci�cally, we found substantial bene�cial e�ectsfrom:

� source-dependent normalization,� post-translation document expansion, and� balanced 2-best translation selection.3. Topic Tracking System ArchitectureOur topic tracking system is built around the freely avail-able PRISE information retrieval system from the NationalInstitute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [2]. PRISEimplements a vector space information retrieval paradigm,which we have extended and specialized for the constraintsof the TDT topic tracking task through automatic query for-mulation, o�ine estimation of collection statistics, and im-plementation of a source-dependent normalization strategy.The topic tracking task design requires that all a priori statis-tics be computed from stories prior to the decision point. Weimplemented that by choosing a set of stories prior to any de-cision point. We used a topic-dependent set of 1,000 storiesfor this purpose,3 working backwards from the last knownrelevant English story, to compute frozen Inverse DocumentFrequency (IDF) weights. This approach is designed to en-sure that both topic-related terminology and a representative\background" vocabulary will be present in the collectionfrom which IDF weights are learned. NIST added a capa-bility to learn frozen IDF weights from a side collection toPRISE to support these experiments.For query formulation, we constructed a vector of the 180terms that best distinguish the four known relevant trainingstories from 996 contemporaneous (and hopefully not rele-vant) stories. We used a �2 test in a manner similar to thatused by Sch�utze et al [9] to select these terms. The �2 statis-tic is symmetric, assigning equal value to terms that helpto recognize known relevant stories and those that help toreject the other contemporaneous stories. Because PRISEdoes not support negation in query formulation, we limitedour choice of terms to those that were positively associatedwith the known relevant training stories. We formed the setof 996 contemporaneous stories for each topic by removingthe four known relevant stories from the collection used tocompute the frozen IDF weights.In a side experiment with the TREC-8 collection, we com-pared several options for PRISE term weight calculations.We found that scorefn = bm25idf and weightfn = bm25idfproduced much better results than alternative combinationsof score and weight functions, so we selected those optionsfor all of our TDT-3 runs.Source-dependent and topic-dependent normaliza-tion. The vector space information retrieval algorithm im-plemented by PRISE produces a score-ranked list of doc-uments for each query, but those scores are not compa-rable across queries (because they are not normalized forquery length) or across sources (because term usage seems tovary systematically by source). The systematic variation bysource that we observed led us to consider source-dependent3The earliest story used to compute collection statistics wasnever earlier the �rst story in the English TDT-3 collection. Some-times that resulted in fewer than 1,000 stories being used.



score normalization, and the topic tracking evaluation met-rics (which are based on score rather than rank) requiredthat we include a topic-dependent normalization componentas well.We adopted a two-pass approach to score normalization, �rstapplying a source-speci�c normalization factor and then us-ing the normalized scores of the known relevant stories tocompute a topic-speci�c normalization factor. The TDT-3evaluation collection includes stories drawn from four typesof sources: English newswire text, English broadcast news,Mandarin newswire text, and Mandarin broadcast news. Inexamining the performance of our system on the dry runcollection, we observed that the scores assigned to relevantstories by PRISE varied in a manner that depended sys-tematically on their source. Speci�cally, we found that En-glish stories scored consistently higher than Mandarin sto-ries, that within these categories, text stories scored higherthan speech, and that within English text New York Times(NYT) stories scored higher than Associated Press (APW)stories. We therefore computed source-speci�c multiplica-tive normalization factors for �ve source classes (Mandarinspeech, Mandarin text, English speech, APW, and NYT)based on the observed scores of relevant stories in the dryrun collection. The topic-speci�c multiplicative normaliza-tion factor was then computed by separately computing thesource-normalized score for each of the the four known rel-evant stories and taking the average of those scores as thetopic normalization factor.We ran PRISE in batch mode, computing scores for everystory in the evaluation collection with respect to every topic.The appropriate source and topic normalization factors werethen applied, and the resulting normalized scores were re-ported. For contrast, we disabled source normalization andseparately examined monolingual English and cross-language(English training stories, Mandarin evaluation stories) re-sults. As Figure 1 shows, source-dependent normalizationis clearly helpful in both cases..

Figure 1: Source-dependent (bold) vs source-independentnormalization, monolingual English (lower pair) and cross-language (upper pair).We selected a fairly ad hoc score threshold as a basis for

the required hard decisions (on-topic/o�-topic) after a briefexamination of the performance of our system on the dryrun collection. The threshold we selected turned out to befar from optimal, so the reported single-value detection cost(Cdet) values for our runs provides little basis for comparisonbetween conditions. In this chapter we focus on the con-trast between pairs of topic-weighted Detection Error Trade-o� (DET) curves in order to characterize the e�ect of ourtechniques. When interpreting DET curves, lower curves in-dicate improved tracking e�ectiveness.3.1. Translingual TechniquesWe implemented translingual topic tracking by using adictionary-based translation strategy, consistently translat-ing from Mandarin to English as a preprocessing step. Thissimpli�ed the design of our system by allowing us to per-form all subsequent processing in English, perhaps at somecost in tracking e�ectiveness. In this section, we focus on thecross-language condition in which the training stories are inEnglish and evaluation stories are in Mandarin Chinese in or-der to characterize the e�ect of alternative translingual tech-niques. We �rst introduce a straightforward topic trackingarchitecture based on dictionary-based term-by-term transla-tion of each Mandarin story into English, and then describethe e�ect of augmenting that baseline with signal-boostingand noise reduction techniques.Term segmentation. Term-by-term translation requiressome way of choosing the terms to be translated. In Eu-ropean languages, the white space between words provides auseful cue for this purpose. By contrast, Mandarin words arenot normally separated using orthographic delimiters suchas white space in written text. We used the New MexicoState University (NMSU) ch seg segmenter to identify in-dividual words in Mandarin newswire text sources.4 TheNMSU segmenter employs a Mandarin term list and a set ofrules for recognizing features such as Chinese names, datesand numbers. We based our choice of the NMSU segmenteron two side experiments. In the �rst experiment, we com-pared the NMSU segmenter with the segmenter provided bythe LDC by using each for query segmentation with Man-darin versions of TREC ad hoc queries. In that experimentwe found no signi�cant di�erence between the two segmenters(by the average precision measure) [7]. In the second exper-iment, we compared the output of each segmenter with textthat was hand-segmented by a native speaker of Mandarin.The NMSU segmenter was assessed by inspection to moreclosely approximate the hand-segmented text due to betterhandling of named entities, dates and numbers. For the Man-darin broadcast news source (Voice of America) we used wordboundaries provided in the baseline recognizer transcripts asa basis for term selection, so no separate segmentation stepwas required.Bilingual term list. We enhanced the second release ofthe LDC Mandarin-English bilingual term list by auto-matically extracting translations from twenty dictionariesin the Chinese-English Translation Assistance (CETA) �le.The CETA �le contains over 230,000 entries compiled from4Available at http://crl.nmsu.edu/software.



Term List Mandarin Terms English TranslationsCombined 195,078 341,187CETA 91,602 169,067LDC 127,924 187,130Table 1: Bilingual term list coverage.250 general purpose and domain-speci�c dictionaries.5 Thetwenty dictionaries that we used included contemporary gen-eral purpose dictionaries and dictionaries with good coverageof economic and political terminology. Because the CETAdictionaries were originally designed for manual use, theyoften contain explanatory de�nitions and examples of us-age in addition to the translation-equivalent terms. We ex-tracted translation equivalents from the CETA dictionary us-ing hand-crafted rules, converted both term lists into a uni-form format, deleted English entries that were descriptionsof function (e.g., \question particle" or \exclamation indicat-ing surprise or disgust") where automatically identi�able assuch, and removed all parenthetical clauses. When mergingbilingual term lists, we deleted duplicate translation pairs.As Table 1 shows, the resulting combined bilingual term listcontains 195,078 unique Mandarin terms, with an averageof 1.9 English translations per Mandarin term. Remarkably,only 24,448 Mandarin terms (about 27% of the smaller list)were common to both lists. Additional coverage measures forthese term lists are described in [3].Corpus-based translation selection. Neither the LDCbilingual term list nor the bilingual term list that we ex-tracted from the CETA �le contained translation preferenceinformation, so we needed some basis on which to select ap-propriate translation(s) for each term. For our baseline sys-tem, we chose the single most likely translation for each termbased on corpus statistics. We felt that the only availabletranslation-equivalent parallel texts (Hong Kong laws) mightexhibit characteristics very di�erent from those of TDT-3news stories, so we based our statistics on the observed us-age of terms in a more closely comparable English collection.We accomplished this by sorting the English translations inan order that we expected to reect the dominant usage inthe TDT evaluation collection when more than one transla-tion was known for a Mandarin term. Alternate translationswere ranked as follows: �rst all single word translations wereordered by decreasing frequency in the side collection, fol-lowed by all multi-word translations (in an arbitrary order),and �nally by any single word entries that did not appearat all in the side collection. This approach was designed tominimize adverse e�ects from non-standard usage and mis-spelled translations, both of which are fairly common in ourcombined bilingual term list.We computed the corpus frequencies using the dry run En-glish newswire text collection, smoothing those statistics withterm frequencies obtained from the Brown corpus for terms5The commercial machine-readable version of the CETA dic-tionary (also known as \Optilex") is available from the MRM cor-poration, Kensington, MD.

that were not present in the dry run newswire text. TheBrown corpus is a \balanced" corpus of English combiningthe e�ects of a variety of written English genres in an e�ortto reect general usage. In an e�ort to reect the vocabularydrift that is expected in time-ordered news stories, we incor-porated incremental updates to the corpus statistics based onTDT-3 stories up through the day prior to the story beingtranslated, reordering the translations in the bilingual termlist when required.Stopword removal. Very common words that would beexpected appear in almost every story are of little value be-cause their presence does not help to distinguish on-topicand o�-topic stories. We used the 23-word stopword list dis-tributed with PRISE to remove common English words fromthe translated documents as an e�ciency measure. In ourside experiment with TREC query translation we had ob-served that e�orts to translate common Mandarin terms canalso be harmful because common Mandarin terms often havean exceptionally large number of possible translations, someof which are rarely used. In order to avoid the risk of selectingan inappropriate translation for a common Mandarin term,we used a Mandarin stopword list to suppress translation ofcommon terms. Since we did not have a list of Mandarinstopwords available, we constructed one by hand. An ini-tial list of candidates was formed by selecting terms fromour combined term list with de�nitions that suggested theiruse as function words and then adding the top 300 wordsfrom the LDC's Mandarin term frequency list. The resultinglist of candidates was then hand-�ltered by two speakers ofMandarin.4. Contrastive Conditions.In this section we compare the results of several contrastiveruns with results for the baseline condition described above.4.1. Document ExpansionWe implemented post-translation document expansion forthe Mandarin stories in an e�ort to partially recover termsthat may have been mistranscribed (in the case or broad-cast news) or missegmented (in the case of newswire text),absent from our bilingual term list, or mistranslated. Sing-hal et al. used document expansion for monolingual speechretrieval [10], and Ballesteros and Croft applied a similar ap-proach to query translation [1]. We are not aware of any priorapplication of the technique to selection of indexing vocabu-lary for translated documents.Document expansion is a signal boosting technique. Fig-ure 2 depicts the document expansion process. Four sourceclasses appear at the bottom of the �gure: English broad-cast news (BN), English newswire text (NWT), MandarinBN, and Mandarin NWT. The English stories were indexeddirectly|for this contrastive condition we applied documentexpansion only to the Mandarin stories. Mandarin NWTstories were segmented, and the standard Automatic SpeechRecognition (ASR) transcripts were used for the MandarinBN stories. Term-by-term translation was then used to pro-duce a set of English terms that served as a noisy represen-tation of the Mandarin story. These terms were then treatedas a query to a comparable English collection (the dry run



Figure 2: The document expansion process.collection's English newswire text), from which PRISE re-trieved the �ve highest ranked documents. From those �vedocuments, we extracted the most selective terms and usedthem to enrich the original translations of the stories. For thisexpansion process we selected one instance of every term withan IDF value above an ad hoc threshold that was tuned toyield approximately 50 new terms. The resulting augmentedtranslations were then indexed by PRISE, and topic-speci�cscores were computed in the usual way. As Figure 3 shows,document expansion improved topic tracking e�ectiveness onboth Mandarin newswire text and Mandarin broadcast news,with the e�ect on broadcast news being somewhat larger.The intuition behind document expansion is that terms thatare correctly transcribed or segmented and then correctlytranslated will tend to be topically coherent, while mistran-scription, missegmentation, and mistranslation will introducespurious terms that lack topical coherence. In other words,although some \noise" terms are randomly introduced, some\signal" terms will survive. The introduction of spuriousterms degrades ranked retrieval somewhat, but the adversee�ect is limited by the design of ranking algorithms that givehigh scores to documents that contain many query terms.Because topically related terms are far more likely to appeartogether in documents than are spurious terms, the correctlytranscribed, segmented and translated terms will have a dis-proportionately large impact on the ranking process. Thehighest ranked documents are thus likely to be topically re-lated to the correctly transcribed, segmented and translatedterms, and to contain additional topically related terms.These experiments marked our �rst use of document expan-sion. Since our expansion parameters (�ve documents and a�xed IDF threshold) were chosen in an ad hocmanner, we feltit important to compare our results with what others haveseen under similar conditions. Following Singhal, we appliedthe same document expansion strategy to the English broad-cast news stories in a monolingual condition [10]. As shown inFigure 4, we found only a relatively small improvement fromdocument expansion in that case. This suggests that ourparameters may not yet be optimally tuned, and that evengreater improvements may be possible in the cross-language

Term Side Mandarin Doc. nList Corpus Stopwords Exp. BestCombined TDT Removed No 1Combined TDT Removed Yes 1

Figure 3: Expanded (bold) vs. unexpanded documents. Top:Mandarin broadcast news, bottom: Mandarin newswire text.condition.4.2. Balanced n-best TranslationIn prior experiments on portions of the TREC collection wehad found that selecting a single English translation is gener-ally better than adding all known translations of each term tothe query [7]. As Schwartz has observed,6 including all knowntranslations has the e�ect of giving greater weight to termswith more translations. But Mandarin terms that have manyEnglish translations are almost invariably common terms|terms that a monolingual Mandarin system would suppressby assigning them low IDF values. Motivated by the sameinsight, we developed an n-best translation strategy in whichthe contribution from each Mandarin term remains balanced.To maintain this balance in the 2-best case, we duplicated thetranslation of any term for which only a single translation wasknown. We treated the 3-best case as follows:� For terms with a single translation, replace the termwith six instances of its translation.6Richard Schwartz, oral presentation, TDT-3 workshop.



Figure 4: Expanded (bold) vs. unexpanded documents,monolingual English broadcast news.� For terms with exactly two known translations, replacethe term with three instances each of the two knowntranslations.� For terms with three or more known translations, re-place the term with two instances each of the three topranked translations.We obtained a noticeable improvement from 2-best transla-tion over 1-best translation. As Figure 5 shows, the improve-ment is relatively small for for Mandarin newswire text, butlarger improvement is evident for Mandarin broadcast news.We observed no further improvement from 3-best translation(Figure 6). It is interesting to note that our bilingual termlist contains an average of 1.9 translations for each Mandarinterm|perhaps that value is a good predictor for the num-ber of translations that should be retained when a balancedn-best translation technique is applied.4.3. Mandarin Stopword RemovalAs Figure 7 illustrates, we observed no noticeable e�ect ontopic tracking e�ectiveness from our use of a Mandarin stop-word list to suppress translation of common terms. Appar-ently our use of corpus statistics as a basis for translationpreference inhibited the selection of uncommon translationsfor common terms su�ciently well, obviating the need forMandarin stopword removal. The Mandarin stopword listdoes, however, avoid some translation e�ort, and it can re-duce the size of the resulting index.4.4. Translation PreferenceIn some earlier experiments we had based our translationpreference technique solely on the balanced Brown Cor-pus [3], so we were interested in characterizing the e�ect ofusing a side corpus that was more similar to the stories beingtranslated. As Figure 8 illustrates, we observed only a verysmall bene�cial e�ect from sorting translations based on thestatistics of incrementally updated English news over sort-ing translations based on statistics from the balanced Browncorpus alone.

Term Side Mandarin Doc. nList Corpus Stopwords Exp. BestCombined TDT Removed No 1Combined TDT Removed No 2

Figure 5: 2-best (bold) vs. 1-best translation. Top: newswiretext, bottom: broadcast news.4.5. Bilingual Term List EnrichmentAs Figure 9 illustrates, our combined term list performs nobetter than the LDC term list alone on this task. This sug-gests that the additional 67,154 Mandarin terms that weadded from the twenty CETA dictionaries may not have beenwell chosen for this task. For example, the CETA �le con-tains 989 transliterated foreign names that might have beenhelpful, but the dictionaries that we selected did not containthose names.4.6. Comparison with SystranTo provide a baseline for comparison with other participantsin the topic tracking task, we performed one run using thestandard Systran machine translations that were providedwith the TDT-3 collection. We preprocessed the Systrantranslations by transliterating all remaining Chinese charac-ters (which Systran represents as GB-2312 character codes)into pinyin (with tones), since PRISE is not con�gured tohandle two-byte characters. That approach was originallydesigned for use when known relevant stories in both En-glish and Mandarin are available, in which case consistent



Term Side Mandarin Doc. nList Corpus Stopwords Exp. BestCombined TDT Removed No 2Combined TDT Removed No 3

Figure 6: 3-best (bold) vs. 2-best translation, newswire text.pinyin transliteration could facilitate within-language match-ing. Since we submitted results only for the English-onlytraining condition, we could equally well have simply removedall instances of GB-2312 characters. As Figure 10 shows, ourbalanced 2-best translation technique outperformed Systran(which produces a carefully tuned 1-best translation). Our(1-best, term-by-term) document expansion results also out-performed the straightforward use of Systran translations,but that is not a fair comparison since document expansioncould equally well be used to enhance Systran translations.Term Side Mandarin Doc. nList Corpus Stopwords Exp. BestCombined TDT Removed No 1Combined TDT Retained No 1

Figure 7: Mandarin stopwords removed (bold) vs. retained,newswire text.

Term Side Mandarin Doc. nList Corpus Stopwords Exp. BestCombined TDT Retained No 1Combined Brown Retained No 1

Figure 8: Comparable (bold) vs. balanced corpus translationpreference, newswire text.5. Conclusions and Future WorkWe explored a range of extensions to basic dictionary-basedtranslation techniques for the TDT-3 topic tracking task|demonstrating two techniques (document expansion and bal-anced n-best translation) that can improve translingual topictracking performance. Furthermore, we have shown that us-ing only fairly simple resources it is possible to outperformthe straightforward use of state-of-the-art machine transla-tion. Working with Mandarin initially proved to be challeng-ing because segmentation errors can have a cascading e�ectthat results in inappropriate term weights, but we have suc-cessfully mitigated that problem by guiding translation selec-Term Side Mandarin Doc. nList Corpus Stopwords Exp. BestCombined Brown Retained No 1LDC Brown Retained No 1

Figure 9: Combined (bold) vs. LDC term list, newswire text(lower pair), broadcast news (upper pair).



Term Side Mandarin Doc. nList Corpus Stopwords Exp. BestCombined TDT Removed No 2Systran No 1

Figure 10: 2-best translation (bold) vs. Systran. Top:newswire text, bottom: broadcast news.tion using statistics from a side collection. Similar challengesare present to some degree in any translingual informationretrieval task, however. For example, the problem of identi-fying the correct term granularity for translation and index-ing arises with English phrases and German compounds. Sothe results we have obtained should be broadly applicable.There are three key limitations to our results that will need tobe addressed in future work. The �rst is that our present ar-chitecture - in particular the use of PRISE as an o�-the-shelfcomponent limits the richness with which we can representwhat we know about the likelihood of selecting a particulartranslation. Vector space systems are capable of capturingtranslation probability in a natural way (cf., [5]), but im-plementing such a closely coupled approach in PRISE wouldrequire some recoding. The second major limitation is thatour results were obtained using a single topic tracking sys-tem. We expect that what we have learned will transfer wellto any dictionary-based translingual topic tracking system,but �rm conclusions in that regard cannot be drawn untilthese techniques are integrated with systems that achievedthe best monolingual topic tracking performance. Finally,

there is presently no agreed framework for assessing the sta-tistical signi�cance of observed di�erences between pairs ofDET curves. Since the plotted values are averaged over manytopics, it would be possible to apply standard tests to thedi�erences at any point. It is not clear, however, how thoseresults should be aggregated to characterize the e�ect over abroad range of possible operating points.The TDT-3 collection provides a remarkably rich basis forexploring translingual information access techniques, and ourinitial use of that collection has proved to be quite fruitful.Perhaps the most important immediate direction for futurework is re�ning our implementation of document expansion.An obvious �rst step is to explore the parameter space, vary-ing the number of top documents used and the way in whichenrichment terms are selected from those documents. Think-ing more broadly, Ballesteros and Croft found that a combi-nation of pre-translation and post-translation query expan-sion performed better than either technique alone [1], and webelieve that this combination could be a productive approachto explore with document translation as well. Of course,implementing pre-translation expansion will require that wesearch a comparable Chinese collection. Once we have con-�gured a retrieval system to do that, we will also gain theability to perform parallel retrieval in English and Chinese.In cross-language information retrieval experiments betweenFrench and English, McCarley has found that merged resultscan outperform the use of either query-language matching ordocument-language matching in isolation [4]. The close re-lationship between information retrieval techniques and thetechniques presently being applied to topic tracking leads usto believe that a similar e�ect might be possible in topictracking as well.By creating the �rst Mandarin/English evaluation collection,the Topic Detection and Tracking evaluation has added animportant new dimension to research on translingual infor-mation access. In the twelve months following the TDT-3workshop, three major evaluation e�orts7 have chosen thesame language pair. The relatively modest investment to addMandarin to TDT-3 will thus be very highly leveraged. Theresearch results, the resources that have been assembled, andthe test collections that are being created will likely facilitateinnovative work in this area for years to come.6. AcknowledgmentsThe authors are grateful to Ruth Sperer, Clara Cabezas andHu Yali for their assistance with the experiments, to Dar-rin Dimmick and Will Rogers of NIST for making the neededmodi�cations to PRISE, and to Philip Resnik for helpful feed-back on an earlier draft of this chapter. This work has beensupported in part by DARPA contract N6600197C8540.References1. Lisa Ballesteros and W. Bruce Croft. Phrasal transla-tion and query expansion techniques for cross-languageinformation retrieval. In Proceedings of the 20th Inter-national ACM SIGIR Conference on Research and De-velopment in Information Retrieval, July 1997.7The three are the TREC-9 CLIR track, the NTCIR-2 evalua-tion, and TDT-2000.
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